ORIGINAL BRONZES BY
KEN LARGIN

Ken Largin never remembers a time when he wasn’t going
to be a craftsman. He learned multiple crafts and
eventually made his living as a jeweler, then he saw some
handmade knives. The seed was planted! A craft that was
both beautiful and useful. Over the next 35 years he
handmade over 75,000 knives, more then any living knife
maker. He thought he had seen every possible knife idea
until, in 2012, he saw a sword made from the bill of a
swordfish! Then, a week later, his friend Ian brought him
a swordfish bill and asked if he could make a sword from
it. The universe had just sent Ken his next project! But
this unique blade deserved an equally unique handle and
guard. With some help from Ian’s imagination, they decided this should be Neptune's sword. The Roman god of
the sea would call on one of his subjects, the fearless
squid, to grasp the blade and serve as the handle and
guard for the royal sword! Ken began to search for someone to sculpt the squid. Ken’s wife, Paula, encouraged him “Neptune’s Sword” be available in several
different finishes and a variety of stands
to create this himself even though he had never sculpted
or wall mountings
before. She knew that no one else could capture the idea
in his head, and so the process began. After working on it
all winter, it was ready to be cast in Bronze!

“Neptune’s Sword”

“Neptune’s

Sword” Has a blade that is made from the actual bone of a Sword-

When this country was more rural there was a common tradition
between generations. Dad or Papaw would give an 8 year old
their first pocket knife. (This wasn’t just a “guy” thing. Check
Grandmas purse!) This tool was now a lifelong companion and
used daily for everything from digging out a splinter to peeling
an apple to field dressing their first successful hunt. This knife
would be carried to school each day and switched over to their
Sunday clothes and taken to church. If a teacher saw a knife
being used carelessly or passed in an unsafe manner at school
the child wasn’t expelled, he was taught the correct way to use
or pass the knife. Papaw and others would teach the child their
“secrets” to sharpening and caring for their treasured tool. And if
a kid cut his finger it called for a bandage and very few words as
“Tradition” reminds us of a once common event in Ameria new lesson was already learned. If you didn’t learn the lesson
can life. It is made to display that worn out knife given to
then the worst of punishments was “putting the knife up” in the
you as a youth or to display a knife of your choice to pass
kitchen drawer for a day or two, boy did you miss that knife! All
on to your next generation.
this is being lost! And like most of Americas lost traditions,
the loss leaves a little hole in the lives of those
Each bronze is hand signed and numbered by the artist. Production
who will never experience it.
is limited to 299 pieces of each sculpture. Price is $1900.00 each or
you may pay a 50% deposit and get your bronze from the next
Ken and Paula have been on the road as full time
casting for $1600.00.(This will also allow you to select from several
different finishes.) Castings will be done in small batches every
RVers for nearly 15 years. They teach and
six weeks until the edition is finished.
demonstrate the history of cutting tools across the

“Tradition”

Ken and Paula Largin
2001 South State Rd. 1
Connersville, IN 47331
www.kelgin.com 765-969-5012

country at museums, State and National Parks,
and to home schoolers and Scouts. More about
their unique lifestyle and ordering information is
available on their web site.

